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Net-A-Porter maintains  its  relevance in fashion retail with projects  such as  Next In Fashion with Netflix. Image courtesy of Net-A-Porter

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Online retailer Net-A-Porter has partnered with content streaming service Netflix on Next In Fashion, a competition
series with new design talent who fight for the chance to become the next big name in fashion.

Having already worked for key brands in fashion and dressed celebrities, these contestants competed with each
other on skill, originality and determination to see who could bag the $250,000 grand prize and launch his or her
collection on Net-A-Porter's Web site and app. All 10 episodes post Jan. 29 on Netflix.

"Next In Fashion further showcases our long-term support of global fashion talent," said Elizabeth von der Goltz,
global buying director of Net-A-Porter, in a statement.

Cartier parent Richemont owns Net-A-Porter, which is the leading online retailer of fashion and luxury apparel,
accessories, watches, jewelry, leather goods and footwear.

Netflix is the leading streaming service worldwide for movies and content that it commissions.

Binge swatch
Content studio theoldschool created and produced Next In Fashion. Robin Ashbrook and Yasmin Shackleton were
executive producers, with co-executive producer Adam Cooper.

Fashion design and Queer Eye reality television actor Tan France hosted Next In Fashion. Model and fashion
designer Alexa Chung was cohost.

The contest started with 18 designers challenged by a different trend or design style that has influenced the way
people dress.

In the contestant lineup were Adolfo Sanchez, Claire Davis, Angel Chen, Minju Kim, Ashton Hirota, Marco Morante,
Charles Lu, Angelo Cruciani, Daniel Fletcher, Carli Pearson, Hayley Scanlan, Julian Woodhouse, Isaac Saqib,
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Nasheli Ortiz-Gonzalez, Kianga "Kiki" Peterson, Farai Simoyi-Agbede, Lorena Saravia Butcher and Narresh Kukreja.

Ms. Von der Goltz was guest judge on the final episode where the last challenge was wrapped up and winning
designer chosen in front of a live audience.

OTHER JUDGES included Eva Chen and Elizabeth Stewart, as well as Monique Lhuillier, Prabal Gurung, Phillip Lim,
Jason Bolden, Kerby Jean-Raymond, Adriana Lima, Christopher Kane, Beth Ditto, Josefine Aberg, "Dao"- Yi Chow,
Maxwell Osborne and Tommy Hilfiger.

Net-A-Porter will stock the winner's collection that launches next month.
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